Applying for an ITIN: U.S. Tax NONRESIDENTS

If you are a tax nonresident, you should use Glacier Tax Prep [1] to prepare your U.S. federal (national) income tax form. University of Michigan international students and scholars can use GLACIER Tax Prep free of charge. If you need an ITIN, GLACIER Tax Prep will print an ITIN application form (Form W-7) for you. If you do not need an ITIN, GLACIER Tax Prep will not print Form W-7.

The United States will usually consider you a tax nonresident if:

- You are an F-1 or J student and you entered the U.S. for the first time as an F or J student in 2012 or later.
- You are a J-1 Scholar (the category on your DS-2019 is professor, research scholar, short-term scholar, or specialist) and you entered the U.S. for the first time as a J-1 scholar in 2015 or later.

ITIN Application Procedure for tax nonresidents

If GLACIER Tax Prep prints Form W-7 (the ITIN application), it will also print a “Submitting Form W-7 Instruction Sheet.” You should follow these instructions with these exceptions:

- Instead of requesting a “NO EMPLOYMENT LETTER,” go to the Ann Arbor Social Security Administration office [2] and explain that you need a “rejection letter” in order to apply for an ITIN. You will receive the rejection letter right away; it will not be necessary to return to the office later.
  - If GLACIER Tax Prep printed Form W-7 (the ITIN application) for your dependent, the dependent must go to the Social Security Administration office to request a “rejection letter.” The rejection letter shows that you (or your dependent) are not eligible for a Social Security Number (SSN).
- If you are unable to obtain a copy of your (or your dependent’s) passport picture page that has been certified by the issuing agency (your embassy or consulate), you can visit a Taxpayer Assistance Center and submit your tax return form, including Form W-7, in person. To do this, follow these instructions.

Visiting a Taxpayer Assistance Center:

- Print the tax return. ITIN application(s), and instruction sheets GLACER Tax Prep prepared for you.
- Assemble and sign the ITIN application, following the instructions on the GLACIER Tax Prep “Submitting Form W-7 Instruction Sheet.” Substitute the “social security rejection letter” for the no “employment letter.”
• Then follow the instructions on the GLACIER Tax Prep “Submitting Your U.S. Tax Documents” instruction sheet to finish organizing your tax documents for submission. Be sure to sign the form and make a copy of your tax documents after you have signed them.

• Take your signed tax return form (including the ITIN application(s)) and your original documents to the Taxpayer Assistance Center in Detroit, Michigan.
  ⊗ The Taxpayer Assistance Center will verify your documents, return them to you, and accept your tax return and ITIN application.
  ⊗ If Glacier Tax Prep also printed Form W-7 for your dependents, your dependents must also go with you to the Taxpayer Assistance Center with their original documents. The MDetroit Connector (MDC) stop at Jefferson Ave. and Beaubien St is about .4 miles away from the IRS Taxpayer Assistance Center.

• Once the IRS processes your ITIN application, the IRS will send you an ITIN authorization letter and you will receive more information regarding the processing of your tax return. Please note that if you are filing your ITIN application at peak tax processing times (March or April), this process can take months, although usually you will hear from the IRS within 6 weeks.
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